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1 Context andMotivation

1.1 Global glacier modelling at University of Innsbruck

Glaciers form prominent features ofmany landscapes, and their global shrinking has become an icon of
climate change. Glaciers are a source of geohazards, are important regulators of water availability for
downstream populations and are amajor contributor to sea-level rise.
There are more than 200.000 mountain glaciers in the world. Before the release of the first global in-
ventory of glacier outlines in 2012 (the Randolph Glacier Inventory, Pfeffer et al., 2014), estimates of
global glacier evolutionwere based on extrapolated observations and scaling relationships. Since 2012,
a new branch of glaciology (“global scale glaciology”) emerged to (i) estimate the volume of all glaciers
worldwide (Huss and Farinotti, 2012; Farinotti et al., 2019) and (ii) their past and future evolution (e.g.
Radić andHock, 2011, 2014; Giesen andOerlemans, 2012, 2013; Huss andHock, 2015).
The university of Innsbruck is a leading institution in the field of global scale glaciology thanks to pio-
neering publications byBenMarzeion, GeorgKaser and colleagues: Kaser et al. (2006, 2010);Marzeion
et al. (2012a,b, 2014a,b, 2018). Today, the LFU hosts the development of the first global scale, open-
source model of glacier evolution including ice dynamics: the Open Global Glacier Model (oggm.org,
Maussion et al., 2018).
OGGM is a community model, which means that any interested research group can add or enhance
parts to the model. It is the only global scale model which is open-source, and has therefore attracted
new users and contributors from external institutions. It forms the basis of several research proposals
and research publications originating from international teams in Germany, France, Canada, Belgium,
to name only a few.
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1.2 Interactive programming for research and education

Programming has become a crucial tool for all fields of science, from economics to quantummechanics.
Our students now have to learn at least one programming language on top of the “core disciplines”: for
example, in the master curriculum of Atmospheric Sciences taught at ACINN the “Scientific Program-
ming” lecture yields as many ECTS as “MountainMeteorology”. A large part of the activities of modern
research is to parse, explore and analyse large datasets using a programming environment.
In recent years, innovative tools haveemerged toeaseboth the teachingof programming languages and
their use for interactive data exploration. A prominent example is the “Jupyter Notebook” (jupyter.org,
from now on shortened to “notebook”). Notebooks are documents that contain live computer code,
equations, visualizations and narrative text, all in the same document (see Fig. 1). I have been using
notebooks for research and teaching since 2015. They are extremely handy to explain new concepts
to students, to grade their homework and to share information in the form of readable, reproducible
computer code. We also use notebooks to write tutorials about how to useOGGM.

Figure 1: Example Jupyter Notebooks displaying text, code, and figures. From http://jupyter.org

1.3 Cloud computing and geosciences

In the “era of big data”, the ever growing computational capacities and available data are opening many
new research possibilities, but are also posing new challenges to geoscientists. Data centers are grow-
ing faster than our capacity to process and make sense of these new sources of information. A lot of
resources arewasted onwork duplication: the same data are downloaded and processed the sameway
in different institutions. Soon, it will become cheaper and faster to actually leave the data where it is
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(i.e. on the cloud) and bring your computing workflow to the data, rather than the other way around.
New emerging technologies are making this transition to cloud computing much easier, especially for
geoscientists without formal training in computer sciences. One of these tools is Pangeo, a community
platform for big data geoscience (pangeo.io). Pangeo can be seen as a community developed set of tools
and recommendations about how to set-up an interactive computing environment in the cloud.
“In the cloud” means that the computer resources and the data are made available by a cloud provider
(either commercial or public). Cloud computing environments are usually slower and less effective than
a typical high performance cluster, but they benefit from economy of scale and allow interactive and
collaborative workflowswhich aren’t possible in private clusters. They also avoid data duplication, and
give the administrators full control over the computing environment used to run a particular model.

2 Project goals

In this project, we propose to follow twomain objectives:
1. Set-up and deploy the Open Global Glacier Model in a scalable cloud environment, and make

this computing environment available for everyone.

2. Create and run an educational platform about glaciers in this environment, allowing students

of all levels to realize glacier modelling experiments and learn from them.

WithObjective 1, we envision an online platformwhere people can log-in and get access to a fully func-
tional computing environment where they can run the OGGM model. This environment will scale ac-
cording to resources demand. It will be personalized and persistent, so that a user can prepare some
computations, start them, log out, then log back in and still find the computing environment he or she
left earlier. The advantages for the user will be important: scalable computing resources, no installa-
tion burden, no data download, no version issues, user-friendly development environment, all in a web
browser.
WithObjective 2, we envision to use this platform not only for research but also for education and sci-
entific communication. Our existingweb page (OGGM-Edu, edu.oggm.org) is a proof of concept demon-
strating how freely available cloud resources can provide the interactivity we need. In this project, we
would like to develop the educationalmaterial further, withmore tutorials targetting students at differ-
ent levels: high-school, undergraduates, graduates.
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3 Tools andmethods

The central tool for setting-up the cloud environmentwill be Pangeo (pangeo.io). Pangeo itself relies on
several services: Docker for containers, Repo2Docker for container configuration, Kubernetes for scal-
able deployment, JupyterHub for user management and notebooks, Python and its scientific ecosys-
tem for the programming environment. For OGGM-Edu, we will continue to use the following tools:
ReadTheDocs for the webpage, Jupyter Notebooks for the glacier experiments, Bokeh for interactive
plots, GitHub for collaborativework. We cannot describe all these tools in detail here, but we are confi-
dent that they will allow us to realize our objectives within the project duration time.
For the choice of the cloud provider, we will explore several possibilities. Ideally, we would use a uni-
versity provided cloud, but the LFU currently doesn’t provide such a service. Therefore, we will use a
commercial cloud provider (Amazon, Azure, Google...). They provide free grants for research and edu-
cation, andwe expect to have enough free resources to develop a proof-of-concept within the project.

4 Contribution of the project to the Digital Sciences at LFU

With this project, the LFU will support a modern and innovative approach for the future of numerical
modelling and education. The educational platform will be used for or own teaching at ACINN and
possibly in other departments as well (Geography, Geology). The beginner tutorials, which are ori-
ented towards younger students, might raise their interest for studying in Innsbruck. We expect the
project to yield at least one publication in “GeoscientificModel Development” or “Geoscience Commu-
nication”. Importantly, the project is going to foster a collaboration between three university depart-
ments (ACINN, Digital Sciences, Computer Science) andwill allow threemaster-level students and one
PhD student to work and learn in a motivating environment. On the long term, it might stimulate the
shift towards a “university cloud” at LFU, by demonstrating its usefulness for research and education.
Finally, this project will demonstrate the engagement of LFU for open-science, open-knowledge and
open-source development.

5 Human Resources

For the completion of this project we can rely on a strong team of LFU and international collaborators.
FabienMaussion is an assistant professor at LFU (fabienmaussion.info). Hewill coordinate the project.
He is employed at the University of Innsbruck since 2014 and is on a tenure track position (“Quali-
fizierungsvereinbarung”) since Oct 2015. He has substantial experience in glaciological modelling and
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open source development. His contributions the domain of digital sciences include the development
of high-impact open-source softwares, the creation of digital learning platforms, and teaching using in-
novative and interactive tools (see website and CV). The proposed research will be an important step
towards the completion of his habilitation thesis.
Matthias Dusch is a PhD student at LFU, working under the supervision of Fabien Maussion and Kurt
Nicolussi. He is an experienced python developer and an expert of the OGGM model. He will be in-
volved in all aspects of the project.
Reto Stauffer is a newly appointedUniversity Assistant in theDigital Science Center at LFU (retostauf-
fer.org). He is an expert in statistical methods, machine learning, and web application development. He
will provide guidance for the creation of the online platform andwill co-supervise themaster students.
Thomas Fahringer is the head of the Distributed and Parallel Systems Group at the Institute of Com-
puter Science, LFU (dps.uibk.ac.at/ tf). He is an expert in cloud and parallel computing. He will provide
guidance for the set-up of the cloud infrastructure andwill co-supervise themaster students.
Ryan Abernathey is an assistant professor in the Columbia University Department of Earth and En-
vironmental Sciences, USA (rabernat.github.io). Joe Hamman is a Computational Hydroclimatologist
working at the National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA (joehamman.com). Joe and Ryan are
experts in scientific python software development and are leading the Pangeo project, a community
platform for Big Data geoscience funded by the US NSF EarthCube Program. They will provide guid-
ance and assistance to set-up the cloud infrastructure.

6 Project Duration and Requested Resources

Weexpect theproject to run for 12months. The requested resources sumup to€20.510. With this bud-
get, we intend to hire three student helpers (master level, 8 Hours per week for 12 months, i.e. €6.837
per student). One student will be hired to set-up the cloud computing environment. Ideally, she/he will
have a computer sciences background and work closely with Thomas Fahringer (Distributed and Par-
allel Systems Group). Two students will be hired to develop the educational web platformOGGM-Edu.
Theywill have a background in geoscienceswith a solid knowledge in computer programming. Sincewe
will use only open-source software and freely available web services, no other costs will apply.
Weexpect to start the project as soon as funding is available. TheworkonOGGM-Eduwill be incremen-
tal and regular throughout the year. For the set-up of the cloud environment, we expect the system to
run within 3 to 6 months, after which a period of testing will be necessary. The system will be main-
tained and adapted as the number of users grows.
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